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CONCLUSIONS OF THE SESSIONS OF THE EUROPEAN COUNCR.. (1975 - 1990)
Dublin, 10 and 11 March 1975

Session of the European Council

Dublin, 10 and 11 March 1975

Conclusions

In .accordance with the decision at their Paris meeting in December 1974, the Heads of Gov-

ernment of the Member States of the Community met for the first time as the European Council.

Budgetary correcting mechanism

The Heads of Government meeting in Council agreed on the correcting mechanism described
in the Commission communication entitled "Unacceptable situation and correcting mechanism

subject to the following provisions:

The criterion concerning the balance of payments deficit and the two-thirds ceiling
are dropped

The following provisions will be incorporated into the agreed mechanism:

(a) The correcting mechanism shall be subject to a ceiling of 250 million U.
However, as soon as the amount of the Community budget exceeds
8 000 million U.R., the ceiling shall be fixed at an amount representing
3% of total budget expenditure.

(b) When a moving average drawn up over three years indicates that the balance
of payments on current account of the country in question is in surplus,
the correction shall only affect any difference between the amount of its
V AT payments and the figure which would result from its relative share
in the Community GNP.

New Zealand

The Heads of Government, meeting in Council at Dublin on i 0 March, underline the impor-
tance which they attach to Protocol 18 ofllie Act of Accession, as regards the relations of the Com-
munity with New Zealand, a traditional supplier of dairy products to a substantial part of the
enlarged Community.
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They invite the Comn1ission to present a report in order to prepare the review provided for in
Article 5 of the Protocol and to submit as SOOI1 as practicable a proposal for the maintenance after

31 December 1977 of special import arrangements as referred to in that Article. They observe that
the institutions of the Community have already carried out certain price adjustments in the frame-
work of the Protocol. In the same spirit, the CommlIDity, which remains attached to a fair impl~

mentation of the Protocol, is ready to review pe:dcdically and as necessary to adjust the prices
having regard to the supply and demand developments in the major producing and consuming
countries of the world, and also to the level and evolution of prices in the Community - including
intervention prices - and in New Zealand, taking moreover into account cost developments in New
Zealand.and trends in freight charges.

As regards the annual quantities to be esta.blished by the Community institutions in the frame-

work of the special arrangements after 1977, these should Dot deprive New Zealand of outlets
which are essential for it. Thus for the period up to 1980, these annual quantities depending upon
future market developments, could remain close to effective deliveries under Protocol 18 in 1974
and the quantities currently envisaged by New Zealand for 1975.

'They note that Protocol 18 provides that the exceptional arrangements for the import 
cheese cannot be maintained after 31 December 1977, and that this situation and the problems
which may arise from it will be given due attention with appropriate urgency, taking into account
also the considerations in the following paragraph.

The Heads of Government note, moreover, that New Zealand and the Community together
provide the major part of world exports of dairy products. They, therefore, express the wish that, in
the same spirit with which the Community approaches the application of Protocol 18, an ever

closer cooperation be developed between the iillJtitutions .of the Community fI.nd the New Zealand

authorities with the objective of promoting in their mutual interest an orderly operation of world
markets. Such cooperation, apart from its intrio.sic value, should provide a basis from which to

achieve, in a wider framewmK, the conclusion of an effective world agreement such as is envisa-
ged in Protocol 18.

Conference on Security ai1d Cooperation in Europe

The Heads of Govemmentreaffirmed the will of the Nine to pursue and develop their policy
of detente and cooperntioni.n Europe.

They expressed the hope that this policy will encourage ever increasing understanding and
trust among peoples, which is the basis for a genuine improvement of the political climate on the
continent. 'This objective shall find particular expression in the development betw~en States and

peoples of relations in which an important part should be played by individuals.

In this context, the Conference on Security and Coop'eration in Europe, and the implementa-
tion of its decisions , is destined to play an important pmi.

The Heads of GJvermnent expressed their satisfaction with the constructive role which, due

to their concerted diplomacy and the common positions they have adopted, the Nine have been
able to play in the course of this Conference, which is closely related to the interests of the Euro-

pean Com.mumty.

--.-- -~_._._---_._--
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The Heads of Government examined the development of the work which is currently taking
place in Geneva; they noted that substantial progress bad already been made

, but also that impor-
tant points remained. to be settled.

They pronounced themselves in favour of as rapid a conclusion as possible to this wotk. To
this end, they intend to continue and intensify their efforts to seek, in an open and constructive
spirit, positive solutions to the problems which are still under discussion or outstanding.

The Heads of GOvernment wish that all participating States should, as they are themselves
detennined to do, make every effort necessary to obtain balanced and satisfactory results on all the
subjects on the agenda. This would make it possible to envisage the conclusion of the Conference
at an early date and at the highest level.

Energy policy

The Heads of Government, meeting in Council in Dublin, examined the problems connected
with the International Energy Conference. They agreed that the Community should undertake in-
tensive preparation for this Conference without delay. Preparation will involve listing the various
problems, concerning both matters specifically relating to energy and directly connected questions
concerning economics, finance and the developing countries, to be dealt with at the Conference
and the preparatory meeting for it. Preparatory work will also attempt to define the joint responses
to be made depending on the positions adopted by the other participants at the Conference.

The preparatory work will be carried out under the authority of the Council (Foreign Affairs)
by a high-level ad hoc Committee composed of representatives of the Member States and the
Commission. It will be based on the inventory, to be drawn up by the Commission, of problems to
be dealt with at the Conference and the preparatory meeting, any proposals which the Commission
submits to the Council on these problems and suggestions and requests made by the Member
States.

The Council will take the appropriate decisions on this basis and in particular will detennine
the content of and arrangements for the dialogue tore conducted with the other consumer and pro-
ducer countries.

The Council has agreed to meet at the level of Heads of Government in good time to prepare
for the Conference.

Cyprus

The Heads of Government and Foreign Ministers, recalling the statement issued by the
Foreign Ministers following their meeting in Dublin on 13 Febmaty, hope that in the context of
the discussions currently being held at the United Nations in New York

, there will be an early
resumption of negotiations on the question of Cyprus. The Nine will of course continue to keep in
close touch with developments as regards the situation in Cyprus.
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World economic situation and the Community
s economic and

social situation

1be Heads of Government meeting in Council discussed the world economic situation and
the Community s social situation. They took note of a draft resolution presented by Mr 

TiJ1de,..

mans, the Belgian Prime Minister, and asked the Council of 
Ministel.'S for Finance and Economy to

consider it at their meeting of 18 March.

Raw Jrnaterials and the developing countries

The Heads of Government discussed raw materials in general. They delegated the Council of
Foreign Ministers to make it a priority to examine the problems of raw materials against the 

back:-

glOund of all relationships with the developing countries. These studies will be based mainly on re-
cent Commission communications.

Statement on steel by the British Prime Minister

The Heads of Government heard a statement on steel by the British Prime Minister. The sol-
ution to the problem described in the statement was deferred to a laler stage of Community activity.
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COMMUN ITY TAKES POLITI CAL DECI S IONS I N 

Washington, D~ C Q -- The European Communi ty took a major step toward preserving

British EC membership at the March 10-11 European Council meeting in Dub1in~ The

EC heads of State or Government agreed to reduce the size of the British contribution 

the EC budget., Bri tain which has been demanding, among other things , a cut in its

contribution, is scheduled to hold a national referendum on the question of EC

membership this June 

The EC leaders also agreed to study the possibility of extending the time limit

for allowing dairy exports from New Zealand to enter the Community duty free 

Attached in Annex are the texts 0 f the

statement by Irish Prime M~inister Liarn Cosgrave

agreed statement on New Zealand dairy product imports

ta temerrt on the CSCE (Conference on Securi ty and Coopera ti on in Europe)

statement on energy

statement on Cyprus~

This material is prepared , is5ued , and circulated by the European Community Information Service , 2100 M Street , NW, Suite 707 , Washington, DC 20037
which is registered under the Foreign Agents Registration Act as an agent of the Commission of the European Communities , Brussels , Belgium. This
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(1) Statement of Irish Prime Minister Liam Cosgrave

e '" This was the first meeting of heads of Government under the new arrangements agreed

in Paris last December A characteristic of those arrangements is that there should be

no formal communique after the meetings. Nevertheless , a ntnnber of issues before the

present meeting are of such importance and such complexity that my colleagues and I found

it necessary to incorporate decisions of the meeting in formal declarations or

ta temen ts 

On the budgetary question the Council agreed on the correcting mechanism outlined

by the Commission in its communication entitled "The Unacceptable Situation and the

Correcting Mechanism" with the following modifications:

1 e The criterion concerning the balance of payments deficit , and the two-thirds

ce i 1 ing, are dropped 

2 ~ The following provisions will be incorporated into the agreed mechanisrn~

The amount of the correcting mechanism shall be up to a ceiling of 250

million units of account r $301 e 6 million 1 G However , as soon as the

amount of the Communi ties budget exceeds 8 billion units of account

r $9 65 billion) the ceiling shall be fixed at an amount representing

3 per cent of total budget expenditure~

When a moving average drawn up over three years indicates that the

balance of payments on current accollilt of the country in question 

in surplus , the correction shall only affect any difference between the

amolIDt of its VAT l value added tax) payments and the figure which would

would result from its relative share in the Connnunities f GNP (gross

national product) 
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A statement affecting British membership of the Communi ties deals with the

question of the review of the importation of quantities of New Zealand dairy products

to the Communities , in accordance with Protocol 18 of the Accession Treaty. The

Protocol permits of the importation , free of levy, of certain specified quanti ties
of these products in the years up to and including 1977. Under the terms of the

Protocol , these arrangements are to be reviewed before the end of 1975. Our meeting

decided on certain guidelines to be given to the institutions of the Communities in

carrying out this review.. You will note that the Commission s proposals on the subject

are to be ready as soon as practicable and are to provide for special import arrangements

as provided for in Article 5 of the Protocol after 19770 The proposals will provide

for price reviews having regard to certain defined criteria. A copy of this declaration

is available 

We also had a useful discussion on the Conference on Security and Cooperation in

Europe

,~ 

which is currently taking place in Geneva We have agreed on a statement on

this subj ect , the text of which is being distributed.

The subject of energy and the price of energy occupied the attention of the meeting

for a considerable time today t was agreed tha ~ under the authori ty of the Council

(of ~tinis ters of Foreign Affairs), a special high level ad hoc commi ttee composed of

representatives of the member states and of the Commission should be established so

as to coordinate the approach to this problem in the interests both of consumers and

producers , and of economic stability in the entire world* The first meeting of this
comma ttee is being arranged for March The heads of Government have incorporated their

views on this also in a declaration of which copies are also available 

We also discussed the world economic situatio~ with particular reference to the

probleID6 of unemployment and inflation following the steep increase in oil and other raw

material prices There was general agreement that this issu~ and the views of heads of

Government on it , should be referred to the meeting of the Council of Minis ters of the

Communities (Finance) to be held on 18 l~rcho
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On raw materials, there was an extremely useful discussion~ It was decided that

this matter which was coming before tl1e heads of Government for the first time

should be referred to the Council of Foreign IvIinisters on the basis of the proposals

put before the Council by the Commiss ion.

On Cyprus , the heads of Goverrnnent and foreign ministers recalling the statement

issued by the foreign ministers following their meeting in Dublin on 13 February,

expressed the hope that in the context of the discussions currently being held at the

United Nations in New York , there will be an early restmlption of negotiations on the

question of Cyprus The Nine will of course continue to keep in close touch with

developments as regards the situation in Cyprus 

In conclusion , I should like to say how gratifying it has been for me to have had

the opportuni ty to pres ide over this heads of Government meeting, which in addition to

dealing successfully with the other items on the agenda has brought to a conclusion

the prolonged discussion of the issues raised by the question of British membership 

a conclusion which we naturally hope that the British Cabinet will feel it can recommend

to the British people at the forthcoming referendurnG

(2) Statement on New Zealand Product IIDRorts

The heads of Government meeting in Collllcil at Dublin March 10 , lll1derline the importance

whic~ they attach to Protocol 18 of the Act of Accession , as regards the relations of

the Communities with New Zealand , a traditional supplier of dairy products to a substantial
part of the enlarged Communi ties 

They invite the Commission to present a report in order to prepare the review

provided for in Article 5 of the Protocol and to submit as soon as practicable a proposal

for the maintenance after December 31, 1977 , of special import arrangements as referred to

in that article..
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They observe that the institutions of the Communities have already carried out

certain price adjustments in the framework of the Protocol In the same spirit, the

Communi ties, which remain attached to a fair implementation of the Protoco~ are ready

to review periodically and as necessary to adj ust the prices, having regard to the

supply and demand developments in the major producing and conslUIling countries of the

world, and also to the level and evolution of prices in the CoTIBIllIDities -- including

intervention prices -- and in New Zealand, taking moreover into aCcolIDt cost developments

in New Zealand and trends in freight charges 

As regards the annual quantities to be established by the Communities institutions in

the framework of the special arrangements after 1977 , these should not deprive New

Zealand of outlets which are essential for it Thus , for the period up to 1980 , these

armual quanti ties depending upon future market developments , could remain close to

effective deliveries under Protocol 18 in 1974 and the quantities currently envisaged by

New Zealand for 1975 

They note that Protocol 18 provides that the exceptional arrangements for the import

of cheese cannot be maintained after December 31 , 1977 , and that this s i tua tion and the

problems which may arise from it will be given due attention with appropriate urgency,

taking into accoun.t also the considerations in the following paragrapJ-l~

The heads of Government note , moreover , that New Zealand and the Conmnmities

together provide the maj or part of world exports of dairy ~roducts They, therefore

express the wish that, in the same spirit with which the Communi ties approach the

application of Protocol 18 , an even closer cooperation be developed between the

institutions of the Communities and the New Zealand authorities with the objective of

promoting in their mutual interest an orderly operation of world markets Such a

cooperation, apart from its intrinsic value , should provide. a basis from which to achieve

in a wider framework, the conclusion of an effective world agreement such as is envisaged

in Protocol 18~
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(3) Sta tement on the CSCE

The heads of Government reaffirmed the determination of the Nine to pursue and

develop their policy of detente and cooperation in Europe 

They expressed the hope that this policy will encourage ever- increasing understanding

and trust among peoples which is the basis for a genuine improvement of the political

climate on the Continent. This objective will find particular expression in the

development of relations between states and peoples in which an important part should 

be played by the indi vidual 

In this context , the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe , and the

implementation of its decisions , are destined to play an important partQ

The heads of Government expressed their satisfaction with the constructive role

which, due to their concerted diplomacy and the connnon positions they have adopted , the

Nine have been able to play in the course of this conference which is closely related

to the interests of the European Communities 

The heads of Goverrunent reviewed the development of the work which is currently

illlder way in Geneva: they noted that substantial progress had already been made but

also that some important points remained to be settled 

They pronounced themselves in favor of as rapid a conclusion as possible to this

\\Tork" To this end, they intend to continue and intensify their efforts to seek , in an

open and constructive spirit positive solutions to the probleID5 which are still under

discussion or outstandinge

The heads of Government hope that all participating states will , as they have

decided to do themselves make every effort necessary to obtain balanced and satisfactory

results on all the subjects on the agenda~ This v.lould make it possible to envisage the

conclt~ion of the conference at an early date and at the highest level~
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(4 ) Sta temen t on Ene!gy

The heads of Government meeting in Council in Dublin, examined the problems connected
wi th the intema tional energy conference They agreed that the Communi ties should

undertake intensive preparation for thi s conference without delay. Preparation will

inwl~ list~ &e wri~ p~l~ , c~erni~ bo& mtters specifical~ relat~ 
e~r~ mrectly co~ected ~stions coocemi~ ecoo~cs , fin~e ~d ~e ~~1~~
countries , to be deal t wi th at the conference and the preparatory meetings for it.
Pr~~~ory won will also att~t to def~ ~e joim re~ooses to be ~oo ~~di~
on the positions adopted by the other participants at the conference.

The preparatory work will be carried out ~der the authority of the Council
(Foreign Affairs) by a high-level ad hoc comrni ttee composed of representatives of the

member s ta tes and the Comrniss ion t will be based on the inventory, to be drawn up

by the Co~issioo, of probl~ to be ~alt willi at ilie confur~ce 

~ ~ 

pr~aratory
~eting, proposals ~imtM Co~issioo soomts to tM ilimcil on ~ese prool~.
suggestions and requests made by the member states 

The Comcil will t~e ilie ~r~riate oocisioos on iliis basis ~d ill PMtiOOM mll
determine the content of the arrangements for the dialogue to be conducted with the

other consumer and producer countries 

The Coilllcil has agreed to meet at the level of heads of Government in good time to
prepare for the conference.

(5) fyp rus 

The heads of Government and foreign ministers , recalling the statement issued by the

furei~ ministers ful1ooi~ ilieir ~eti~ in ~lm on F~ruary 13 oope tMt in coot~t
of the discussions currently being held at the United Nations in New York

, there will

be an early resumption of negotiations on the question of Cyprus 
The Nine will of course

contiooe to keep in close touch willi de~l~~nts as regar~ llie sitwtioo in ~rlli.



Session of the European Council

Dublin, 10 and 1 1 March 1975

Conclusions

In accordance with the decision at their Paris meeting in December 1974, the Heads of Gov-
ernment of the Member States of the Community met for the first time as the European Council.

Budgetary correcting mechanism

The Heads of Government meeting in Council agreed on the correcting mechanism described
in the Commission communication entitled "Unacceptable situation and correcting mechanism
subject to the following provisions:

The criterion concerning the balance of payments deficit and the two-thirds ceiling
are dropped

'!be following provisions will be incorporated into the agreed mechanism:

(a) The correcting mechanism shall be subject to a ceiling of 250 million U.
However, as soon as the amount of the Community budget exceeds
8000 million u.a., the ceiling shall be fixed at an amount representing
3% of total budget expenditure.

(b) When a moving average drawn up over three years indicates that the balance
of payments on current account of the country in question is in surplus,
the coIrection shall only affect any difference between the amount of its
VAT payments and the figure which would result from its relative share
in the Community GNP.

New Zealand

The Heads of Government, meeting in Council at Dublin on 10 March, underline the impor-
tance which they attach to Protocol 18 of the Act of Accession, as regards the relations of the Com-
munity with New Zealand, a traditional supplier of dairy products to a substantial part of the
enlarged Community.
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World economic situation and the Communitv s economic and
social situati()n

The Heads of Government meeting in Council discussed the world economic situation and
the Community s social situation. "They took note of a draft resolution presented by Mr Tinde-
mans, the Belgian Prime Minister, and asked the Council of Ministers for Finance and Economy to
consider it at their meeting of 18 March.

Raw 111aterials and the developing countries

The Heads of Govenunent discussed raw materials in generaL 'They delegated the Council of

Foreign Ministers to make it a priority to examine the problems of raw materials against the back-
ground of all relationships with the developing countries. These studies will be based mainly on re-
cent Commission communications.

Statement on steel by the British Prime Minister

The Heads of Government beard a statement on steel by the British Prime Minister. The sol-
ution to the problem described in the statement was deferred to a later stage of Community activity.
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They invite the Commission to present a report in order to prepare the review provided for in
Article 5 of the Protocol and to submit as soon as practicable a proposal for the maintenance after
311)ecemrer 1977 of special import arrangements as referred to in that Article. 'They obselVe that

the institutions of the Community have already carned out certain price adjustments in the frame-
wolk of the Protocol. In the same spirit, the Cofi1mumty which remains attached to a fair imple-
mentation of the Protocol, is ready to reviev.; periodically and as necessary to adjust the prices
having regard to the supply and demand developments in the fi1ajor producing and consuming
countries of the world, and also to the level and evolution of prices in the Community - including
intervention prices - and. in New Zealal'ld, taking moreover into account cost developments in New
Zealand and tl-ends in freight charges.

As regards the annual quantities to be establic;hed by the Community institutions in the frame-
work of the special arrangements after 1977, these should not deprive New Zealand of outlets
which are essential for it. Thus for the peliod up to 1980, these annual quantities depending upon
future market developments, could remain close to effective deHveries under Protocol 18 in 1974
and the quantities currently envisaged by New Zealand for 1975.

They note that Protocol 18 provides that the exceptional arrangements for the import of
cheese cannot be maintained after 31 Decclnber 1977, and that this situation and the problems
which may arise from it will be given due attention with appropriate urgency, taking into account
also the considerations in the following paragraph.

The Heads of Government note, rnoreover, that l\Iew Zealand and the Community together
provide the major pari of vvorld exports of dairy products. Tbey, therefore, express the wish that, in
the same spirit -with which the Comnuullty approaches the application of Protoco118, an ever
closer cooperation be developed hetv~een the institutions of the Community and the New Zealand
authorities with the objective of prorooting in their inutual interest an orderly operation of world
markets. Such cooperation, apart fron1 its intrinsic value, should provid-e a basis from which to
achieve, in a v;!ider framework, the conclusion of an effective world agreement such as is envisa-
ged in Protocol 18.
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A)n.ierenCe On. l:)eCurnty anut Looperat~on Hl urope

The Heacts of GovewJnent reaffinned the will of the Nine to pursue and develop their policy
of detente and cooperation in Europe.

They expressed the hope that this policy vvitI encourage ever increasing understanding and.

trust aroong peoples, 'Vvhich is the basis for a genuine improvement of the political climate on the
cont1n€ot This objective shall find particular ex:.pression in the development between States and

peoples of relations in vvhich an important part should be played by individuals.

In this context, the Conference on Security p~'1d Cooperation in Europe, and the implementa-
tion of its decisions, is destined to play an iinportant part.

The Heads of Governn1ent expressed their satisfaction V'lith the constructive role which, due
to their concerted diplolnacy and the common positions they have adopted, the Nine have been
able to play in the course of this Conference, which is closely related to the interests of the Euro-

pean Cou1munity.



The Heads of Government examined the development of the work which is cwrently taking
place in Geneva; they noted that substantial progress had already been made, but also that impor-
tant points remained to be settled.

They pronounced themselves in favour of as rapid a conclusion as possible to this work. To
this end, they intend to continue and intensify their efforts to seek, in an open and constructive
spirit, positive solutions to the problems which are still under discussion or outstanding.

The Heads of Government wish that all participating States should, as they are themselves
detennined to do, make every effort necessary to obtain balanced and satisfactory results on all the
subjects on the agenda. This would make it possible to envisage the conclusion of the Conference
at an early date and at the highest level.

Energy policy

The Heads of Government, meeting in Council in Dublin, examined the problems connected
with the International Energy Conference. They agreed that the Community should undertake in-
tensive preparation for this Conference without delay. Preparation will involve listing the various
problems, concerning both matters specifically relating to energy and directly connected questions
concerning economics, finance and the developing countries, to be dealt with at the Conference
and the preparatory meeting for it. Preparatory work will also attempt to define the joint responses
to be made depending on the positions adopted by the other participants at the Conference.

The preparatory work will be canied out under the authority of the Council (Foreign Affairs)
by a high-level ad hoc Committee composed of representatives of the Member States and the
Commission. It will be based on the inventory, to be drawn up by the Commission, of problems to
be dealt with at the Conference and the preparatory meeting, any proposals which the Commission
submits to the Council on these problems and suggestions and requests made by the Member
States.

The Council will take the appropriate decisions on this basis and in particular will determine
the content of and arrangements for the dialogue to be conducted with the other consumer and pro-
ducer countries.

1be Council has agreed to meet at the level of Heads of Government in good time to prepare
for the Conference.

Cyprus

The Heads of Government and Foreign Ministers, recalling the statement issued by the
Foreign Ministers following their meeting in Dublin on 13 February, hope that in the context of
the ~cussioDS currently being held at the United Nations in New York, there will be an early
resumption of negotiations on the question of Cyprus. The Nine will of course continue to keep in
close touch with developments as regards the situation in Cyprus.


